Walsall FC Disabled Supporters Association

WEBSITE TERMS & CONDITIONS OF USE
By continuing to use the Walsall FC Disabled Supporters Association (“WFCDSA”) website, you are agreeing
to comply with, and be bound by the following Website Terms & Conditions of Use (“terms”), which along
with our Privacy Policy, Cookies Notice, Copyright Notice, and any other terms and conditions stated
elsewhere on the website, govern the relationship between you (“the user”) and WFCDSA with regards to
the WFCDSA website.
If you do not agree to abide by the following terms, you must not use or browse the WFCDSA website.
The term WFCDSA (“us”, “we”) refers to the owner(s) of the WFCDSA website, which is Walsall FC Disabled
Supporters Association, whose registered address is Walsall FC DSA, 10 Christine Close, Tipton, West
Midlands, DY4 0DU.
This website is subject to the following terms and conditions:
1.

Any material, content, or information displayed on the pages of the WFCDSA website, which
includes (but is not limited to), text, images, graphics, design and layout (“content”), is for general
purposes only, and is subject to change without prior notice.

2.

WFCDSA may amend these terms from time-to-time, and recommend that the user checks for, and
understands any amendments made and apply at that time whenever they use the WFCDSA
website.

3.

Neither WFCDSA, nor any third party(s), provide any warranty or guarantee as to the accuracy,
completeness, or suitability of the content displayed on the pages of the WFCDSA website, and as
such, the user acknowledges that inaccuracies and/or errors to the extent of the law may occur.

4.

The use of any content displayed on the WFCDSA website, is done so entirely at the users own risk.

5.

It is the responsibility of the user, and not WFCDSA, to ensure that any content, service, or product
provided by, or made available through the WFCDSA website meets their own specific
requirements.

6.

The WFCDSA website contains content which is owned by, and licensed to WFCDSA, and its
reproduction is prohibited, other than in accordance with the copyright notice which forms part of
these terms.
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7.

Trademarked content displayed on the WFCDSA website (including that which is reproduced for
artistic requirements), and is NOT the property of, or licenced to WFCDSA or the administrator(s)
of the WFCDSA website, is acknowledged and credited to its rightful owner(s).

8.

Content displayed on the WFCDSA website, which had been legally purchased and downloaded
from a trusted online provider, or has been downloaded from what administrator(s) believe to be
the public domain of the world wide web (www), and where no copyright notice of ownership
information could be sourced, but is NOT the property of, or licenced to WFCDSA or the
administrator(s) of the WFCDSA website, is acknowledged and credited to the originator(s).

9.

Unauthorised use of the WFCDSA website and/or any of its content may be deemed as a criminal
offence and/or lead to claims for damages. Any dispute arising from the use of the WFCDSA
website and/or content is subject to the laws of England and Wales.

Removal Requests
10.

If you feel that any of the content displayed on the WFCDSA website has been used unlawfully
and/or without the consent of the rightful owner(s), please contact webmaster@walsallfcdsa.co.uk
to request its removal.

11.

Neither WFCDSA, nor the administrator(s) of the WFCDSA website, accept any responsibility or
liability for the use of any content as defined in paragraphs 7 and 8 of these terms, used or
displayed anywhere on the WFCDSA website.

12.

Please allow up to 10 working days (Monday to Friday) from (but not including) the date that any
removal request is made, in order for administrator(s) of the WFCDSA website to carry out
requests and amend the website accordingly.

Unapproved User-Generated Content
13.

The WFCDSA website may display content uploaded by users other than WFCDSA and/or the
administrator(s) of the WFCDSA website, through the use of (but not limited to), associated social
media platforms, message boards, blogs, forums, chat rooms, or via any other such method or
application, which has not been verified by WFCDSA or the administrator(s) of the WFCDSA
website.

14.

The views and opinions expressed by other users of the WFCDSA website do not represent the
views, opinions, or values of WFCDSA or the administrator(s) of the WFCDSA website.
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15.

Whenever a user uploads content to the WFCDSA website, or makes contact with any other user
through (but not limited to) any of the methods and/or applications defined in paragraph 13 of
these terms, users MUST adhere to, and comply with the standards set out in these terms.

16.

The user warrants that any contribution(s) made to the WFCDSA website, comply with the
standards set out by these terms, and that he/she will be liable to, and indemnify WFCDSA for any
breach of warranty.

17.

WFCDSA has the power to remove any unapproved user-generated content from the WFCDSA
website, which does not comply with the standards set out in these terms without prior notice.

18.

It is the sole responsibility of the user, and not WFCDSA, or the administrator(s) of the WFCDSA
website, to ensure that any such content is securely backed up. WFCDSA will not be held
responsible for, or liable for, the loss of any user-generated content.

Privacy and Data Protection
19.

Please view our Privacy Policy and Data Protection Policy (GDPR compliant) at
http://www.walsallfcdsa.co.uk/documents/privacy_policy.pdf.

Cookies
20.

Please view our Cookies Policy at http://www.walsallfcdsa.co.uk/documents/cookies.pdf.

Copyright Notice
21.

The WFCDSA website and the content displayed within (unless stated elsewhere in these terms), is
copyright to Walsall FC Disabled Supporters Association © Walsall FC DSA 2018. All rights reserved.

22.

Reproduction or redistribution of all, or part of the WFCDSA website, and/or its content in any
form is prohibited, other than under the following circumstances:
22.1

The user may copy extracts of content displayed on the WFCDSA website for their own
personal and non-commercial use only.

22.2

The user may copy extracts of content displayed on the WFCDSA website for individual
third party, and non-commercial use only, whereby acknowledgement must be given to
WFCDSA and the WFCDSA website.
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22.3

The user may not distribute or commercially exploit any content displayed on the WFCDSA
website without expressed written permission from WFCDSA.

22.4

The user may not transmit, nor store content displayed on, or taken from the WFCDSA
website, on any other website, or any other form of electronic retrieval system or device.

Disclaimer
23.

Any content displayed on the WFCDSA website is for general information purposes only.

24.

The content displayed on the WFCDSA website is provided by WFCDSA, who will endeavour to
keep the WFCDSA website up-to-date and correct wherever possible.

25.

WFCDSA makes no representation or warranty of any kind to the completeness, accuracy,
reliability, or suitability of the WFCDSA website or the content displayed, including (but not limited
to), related images or graphics, and as such, any reliance placed on such content, is done so
entirely at the users own risk.

26.

Under no circumstances, will WFCDSA nor the administrator(s) of the WFCDSA website be liable for
any loss or damage, including (but not limited to):

27.

26.1

Indirect or consequential loss or damage, or any loss or damage whatsoever, including
(but not limited to) loss of data or profit, arising from, or in connection with the use of the
WFCDSA website.

26.2

Neither WFCDSA, nor the administrator(s) of the WQFCDSA website, offer warranty or
guarantee that the WFCDSA website will be secure and/or free from bugs, viruses and/or
malware, and it is the users responsibility to make sure that their own virus protection
software is up-to-date and configured correctly on any device, including (but not limited
to), desktop computers, laptops, tablets, mobile handsets, and any other electronic device
used to access the WFCDSA website.

Connecting to third party websites via links provided on the WFCDSA website, which are not
controlled by WFCDSA or the administrator(s) of the WFCDSA website, is done so entirely at the
risk of the user.
27.1

Neither WFCDSA nor the administrator(s) of the WFCDSA website have any control over
any third party websites, nor the content displayed on them, and accepts no responsibility
for any website linked to from the WFCDSA website.

27.2

Third party websites linked to from the WFCDSA website, are not covered by these terms,
or any other terms provided by WFCDSA, and as such, it is the responsibility of the user to
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read the terms and privacy policies displayed on any third party website they visit through
links provided on the WFCDSA website.
27.3

No link connecting to any third party website, nor the views or opinions expressed by such
websites, is done so by way of recommendation or endorsement by WFCDSA, not the
administrator(s) of the WFCDSA website.

28.

WFCDSA and the administrator(s) of the WFCDSA website will make every effort to keep the
WFCDSA website maintained and running efficiently at all times, but accept no responsibility or
liability for the unavailability of the WFCDSA website due to technical issues or other
circumstances beyond their control.

29.

It is the responsibility of the user to ensure that any person(s) accessing the WFCDSA website via
their Internet Providers address (IP address), is aware of these terms, and any other terms,
policies, and/or documentation stated in these terms, and which are applicable to these terms,
and that they fully comply with them.
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